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by H. Holmes
The coffee industry and the coffee shop business has boomed in recent years, especially
with regards to specialty coffees. The market for specialty coffees has grown as consumers
become more educated about espresso-based drinks and how they are made. According to a
National Coffee Association Annual Drinking Trends Survey, specialty coffee consumption
has risen from 9 percent in 2000 to 16 percent in 2004. Every day, more than half of the
adult population drinks coffee, 108.9 million people. The United States accounts for 52
million of those coffee drinkers.
While fast food chains are growing at a rate of 2 percent each year, coffee shop chains grow
more than 10 percent annually. Even though 75 percent of the cups of coffee brewed daily
are consumed at home, 66 percent of Americans buy their coffee outside of their homes. The
Specialty Coffee Association of America reported at the end of 2003 that the retail coffee
shop count in the country had reached 17,400 or 4% more than in 2002. The market size of
coffee grew from $7.53 billion in 1999 to $8.96 billion in 2003.

Coffee Shop Sales Estimates, 2003 (Beverage retailers with seating)
11,250 locations averaging $550,000 in annual sales = $ 6.12 billion
For adults who have visited a coffeehouse in the past week: Average weekly spending
$5 or under: 41% Rarely or never purchase food: 49% Consume the beverage offpremises: 52%

Demographics of Coffee Drinkers
Seventy-seven percent of U.S. adults drink coffee daily, and gourmet coffee consumption
has risen in the past five years. According to Scarborough Research, a market research firm
that studies media, lifestyle, and shopping patterns in the United States, in October 2004,
12 percent of adults have been to a coffee shop in the past month. Although popularity of
coffee shops has recently spread across the nation, the West coast has the most coffee shop
patrons. The ideal ratio of coffee shops to residents in a particular area is 1:10,000.
Scarborough Local Market Ranking: Coffee Bar
Patrons*
Rank Local Market (DMA®**)

% of Adults

1

San Francisco/Oakland/San Jose

26%

2

Seattle/Tacoma

23%

3

Portland

21%

4

San Diego

20%

5

Sacramento/Stockton/Modesto

20%

Des Moines/Ames

11%

38

* Coffee Bar Patrons: Percentage of adults who have used
any coffee house / any coffee bar during the past 30 days.
** DMA® or Designated Market Area, is a trademark of
Nielsen Media Research.
Source: Scarborough Research, Scarborough USA+, Release
1 2004

Coffee Shop Client Profile
Coffee shop patrons are younger, more affluent, and educated and are 22 percent more
likely to be aged 18-24. They are also 65 percent more likely to have an annual household
income of $100K+. Coffee shop patrons are 28 percent more likely than the average
American adult to be single and 70 percent more likely to have a post graduate degree. The
average age of specialty coffee drinkers is 43. Occasional latte devotees are in the higher
average income of $76,000, and similarly, cappuccino and espresso drinkers reflect an
average income of $60,000.
According to the National Coffee Association, seniors drink more coffee away from home,
while 18-to-24-year-olds drink more coffee at home. Seniors are discovering gourmet coffee

more and more as the overall percentage of coffee drinkers over the age of 60 jumped from
9 percent in 2003 to 13 percent in 2004. Adults aged 55-64 are 28 percent more likely than
young adults to consume coffee away from home. Overall, at home consumption has risen
from 44 percent in 2002 to 60 percent in 2004, which may be a result of a slow U.S.
economy. Over 60 percent of coffee is consumed at breakfast in the United States so
establishments that serve coffee and do not open until 11am are taking advantage of only 40
percent of the market. Eleven percent of adults who drink coffee away from home say that
they only purchase coffee in a coffee shop, while 66 percent of adults who drink coffee away
from home say they usually purchase it at a coffee shop. Forty-two percent of adults aged
18-34 purchases their coffee at a coffee shop. From 2000 to 2005, the 55 – 64 age group will
grow 24 percent, which is nearly twice the amount the 45 – 54 age group will grow. The
population of 25 – 45 year-olds is declining; so coffee drinking will be common currently
among the elderly with some participation from the next generation.

Coffee Shop Industry Trends
Types of Coffee
Customizing according to interests in local markets is a way for coffee shop owners to
create loyalty and increase sales. Espresso and other specialty coffees are becoming popular
in quick service restaurants. While consumption of gourmet coffee has remained steady,
purchases of espresso beverages have risen from 4 percent to 7 percent. Gourmet coffee
had been the strongest growing part of the market, but recent studies have shown that that
the trend toward occasional drinkers is continuing while espresso drinks continue to rise in
popularity. Specialty coffees seem to be most appealing to younger adults. The 25 – 34 age
group accounted for one-quarter of specialty coffee orders in 2000 and only 10 percent of
the regular coffee orders. Those 18 – 34 years old have increased their specialty coffee
purchases at table service restaurants in the last two years. One-third of regular coffee
orders are placed by consumers 65 and older, while that group accounts for less than 10
percent of specialty coffee orders.
Adults Who Drank Gourmet Coffee or
Specialty Coffee [*]
Percent Index
Gender
Men

47

98

Women

53

102

Age
18-24

9

73

25-34

15

80

35-44

21

100

45-54

21

111

55-64

14

117

65+

20

116

Index: Indices above 120 or below 80
generally indicate percentages were
notably above/below expected levels
based on population figures. [*] In the
past seven days.

Half of restaurant orders for coffee (regular and specialty) are placed during the
breakfast/a.m. snack mealtime. One fourth of specialty coffee orders are during the p.m.
snack mealtime, more than during lunch or dinner. Quickservice restaurants, which include
coffeehouses and bars, account for 75 percent of all specialty coffee orders, but only
account for half of all restaurant occasions for any type of coffee. Coffeehouse traffic grew 8
percent in 2000, while the overall growth in the quickservice segment was only 1 percent.
The specialty coffee retail sector is estimated to be $8.4 billion, and for prepared beverages,
coffeehouses report an average of $170,643 in gross sales.

Coffee Shops and Wireless Technology
Successful coffee shop owners have moved past just selling coffee to creating environments
that encourage longer visits: surfing the Internet, working from their laptops, or
communicating with friends, family, and colleagues. Wireless technology is changing the
way people live. Hotspots (internet access areas that deploy wireless technology) can be
found in airports, hotels, and coffee shops. Some offer free access while others require paid
subscriptions. Offering free wireless Internet in a coffee shop is one sure way to boost the
chances of success. People are now given the option to make a connection over a cup of
coffee and over the internet.
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